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Accounting Manager 

Sunray Park and Casino is located in the heart of San Juan County where we are surrounded by diverse 

cultures and astounding National landmarks.  We are just minutes away from the snowy mountains of 

Colorado, the widespread deserts of Arizona, and the sandstone arches of Utah which can bring you an 

experience of a lifetime.  Our casino floor is newly renovated and we have the only horse racing track in 

the Four Corners area.  We offer some of the best entertainment which include live bands, sporting 

events, casino member perks, live horse racing, and much much more.  You can also enjoy breakfast, 

lunch, even dinner in our Sportz Arena where you’re surrounded by TV’s broadcasting your favorite 

sports and entertainment.  We have some of the best employees in our community where they thrive 

on teamwork, customer service, and making our guests the top priority.  Our goal is for all of our 

employees to love where they work and love what they do.  We seek to develop intrapersonal 

relationships with all of our employees to retain each of them as long as possible by giving them the 

tools to live a safe and happy lifestyle.   

Sunray Park and Casino is currently seeking an Accounting Manager to join our strong management 

team. The Accounting Manager is responsible for the overall supervision, operation, and regulatory 

compliance of the Accounting department.  We are in search of an individual with an extensive 

background in Accounting operations or a background as a Finance Controller with the ability to manage 

a team and promote a positive work environment. We have competitive pay scales and benefits 

including Medical, Dental, Vision, 401K plans, and life insurance policies.  Our management team works 

closely together in order to ensure the safety and security of all employees as well as our guests.  Join 

Sunray Park and Casino’s team today and become a part of one of the Four Corners' most highly 

reputable entertainment establishment. 


